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Wandering a place which represents perfect combination of culture, tradition, history, legends and
bravery? Rajasthan is amongst the mind-boggling tourism destinations in India. Truly, it is a
legendary state where kings and Rajputs ruled over many years. To discover royal destinations of
this place, you should go with Rajasthan tours. It will enable you to explore most popular heritage
cities and attractions of this region.

The best manner to get exceptional experiences of Rajasthan is to avail a suitable tour to
Rajasthan. Golden Triangle Tour, Camel safari tour, Forts & Palaces tour, Palace on Wheels tours
etc are the best-selling theme travel packages of this state.

Golden Triangle tour

A solo trio trip, Golden Triangle Tour is the most appreciated offer that will take the travelers to the
three iconic cities of India, namely stunning Delhi, spectacular Agra and astounding Jaipur. The
main purpose of this journey is to share our rich Mughal past and excellent architecture glory with
tourists. This journey commenced with Delhi, then turn towards Agra and last stop of this route is
Jaipur.

Camel safari tour

Have you ever witnessed diverse golden motifs of sand dunes? If no, Camel Safari Tour provides
you this fabulous opportunity to wander on the barren beauty of sand dunes and experience its
charm and vibrancy. On the way, one will also be overwhelmed to explore fantastic monuments and
Forts. Further, a camel is decked with beautiful ornaments, jewelry, glittering bells and tinkling
anklets on which a traveler is riding.

Royal Forts & Palaces tours

Your Rajasthan trip will remain worthless, if you miss to explore innumerable forts, palaces and
Havelis in this place. All the historical monuments of Rajasthan have timeless beauty that never fails
to grab the interest of the sightseers. They still tell you the story tale of kingâ€™s heroism and chivalry.
Famous monuments of this state are Hawa Mahal, City Palace, Chittorgarh Fort, Umaid Bhawan
Palace, Amber Fort, etc.

Palace on wheels tours

Heading towards the imperial accommodation of the desert, Palace on wheels is an opulent train
which is simply mind-blowing in terms of luxury facilities. While sitting in this train, you are offered a
complete grandeur experience right from service arrangements to appetizing cuisine. This journey
will take its passengers to some renowned forts and palaces of this state. Museums are also
additional attractions of this tour that depicts the ageless glory of the country.

Rajasthan tour packages offer you sufficient opportunities for historical sightseeing, shopping, luxury
dine, camel safari etc. With this tour, one can get a glimpse of Indianâ€™s imperial culture and heritage.
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